EAT LOVE SAVOR

I N T E R NAT I O NA L D I G I TA L L U X U RY L I F E S T Y L E M AG A Z I N E

Meet EAT LOVE SAVOR Magazine’s Founder, Editor
in Chief & Publisher
Timeless Luxury and Luxurious Living as a state of mind is Ms. Angela M. Tunner’s
essence and productive purpose.
She literally lives and dedicates her daily attention to inspiring others to
do the same. Luxuriousness, from simple through grand, ‘luxury’ is a
state of mind and approach to living. A life expressed with beauty,
unique flare, exceptional content and “je ne sais quoi” character define
Angela’s personal and professional approach to luxury. Her eclectic
acumen, life and rags-to-riches experience have influenced her current
role as CEO, Publisher, Editor-in-Chief of Eat Love Savor and Creative
Director, the timeless, elegant digital luxury lifestyle magazine that
reaches subscribers in 70+ countries, a global best site for luxury that is
at the forefront in luxury-digital marketing.

Tunner on the Evolution of a Luxury Lifestyle Brand
and EAT LOVE SAVOR™ Magazine
“The journey from idea to international luxury lifestyle magazine all began one summer afternoon over 20-years
ago in the lily-scented lobby of a Four Seasons Hotel where I sat one day, my life had completely turned on its
ear and I escaped to sit and wistfully dream of exploring my passion for a world of luxury, then set out on the
decades long and arduous task of building it. Building it up slowly and sharing it with close friends. Out of this
journey came the foundation to create a timeless brand that was also inspired by the birth of my son and the
desire to give him more of a meaningfully enchanted life. On our magazine pages, delivered digitally and
readily at your fingertips, there is an endless stream of beautiful living and luxuries simple through grand. I
believe that luxury is a state of mind and a lifestyle and this is reflected in our heart and on each page of Eat
Love Savor Magazine.” says Ms. Tunner.

Accomplished in Business and Creative Arts
Accomplished in business and creative arts, her list of skills and accomplishments are wide and varied – a few
that speak to her character are: She’s a published and award winning book author and publisher; was
nominated RBC Women’s Entrepreneurs award and Women of Excellence Award, named Top 5 Luxury
Magazines for 2012 (Notable Consideration); Top 10 Best Sites for Luxury, was interviewed 60+ times for her
cookbook and an eclectic background in clerical and business administration in the fields of advertising,
marketing, fine art, fashion merchandising, radio and television, was ISO9000 certified in quality control
management for a manufacturer of atmospheric diving systems, and served as as sous chef and co-operator of a
Toronto based, Wine Spectator award-winning French bistro. She also has over 25 years experience with
computers ranging from office through design software, held a position in fashion display for retail, and worked
in various position in marketing and communications in radio and advertising, and held an executive board
term with a lobby group for status of the artist. Over twenty five years ago Angela began an independent and
passionate study of communications and luxury and all that encompasses it including branding and aesthetics,
becoming familiar with brands, players, immersing herself to gain a better understanding and formulating her
own views on the industry, the definition of luxury and its evolution as the world continued to evolve.
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